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Australia are heading into the third test against India desperately looking for answers to their batting turmoil and with fingers crossing that side opener David Warner will be ready to slot back to the side in Sydney. Australia's sub-par battle in the first Test was fouled by a three-day thumping win at Adelaide Oval, but there
was no hiding behind the bowler in an eight-wicket loss in Melbourne that leveled the four-Test 1-1 series. Skittled for 195 in the first innings and only reached 200 in second place due to the enriched tail-ending resistance, Australia failed to record half-century time for the first time in a home testing match since 1988
when they were beaten by a large West Indies team. Jonathan Pollard, an American jailed in the US in 1985 for spying on Israel, landed in a Jewish state on Wednesday after Washington freed him of parole state last month, Israeli media reported. Calls are on the rise to pause football as Covid's case continues to rise.
Hotspot Covid NSW: Sydney List and location of regional coronavirus casesHere is the current coronavirus hotspot in New South Wales and what to do if you've visited them * Australian border restrictions: here's the new state and the Covid Regulation territory for NSW tourists * Download the free GuardianThe
Strontium Market app will grow by 3 4.10 MT during 2020-2024The Hybrid and Electric Vehicle On-Board Charger Market will grow by 5.94 mn units during 2020-2024Three policemen suspended for smashing duties. The Louisville Metro Police Department has moved to extinguish the fire of two officers involved in the
fatal shooting of Breonna Taylor in her apartment earlier this year. Myles Cosgrove and Detective Officer Joshua Jaynes were both informed of Tuesday's termination, their lawyers said. Both officers will respond to notice of such termination in the trial before National Police Chief Yvette Gentry, named to the role in
September, on Thursday.The US Justice Department said on Tuesday it had closed its civil rights investigation into the fatal 2014 shooting by Cleveland police Rice Tamir, a 12-year-old Black youth, and no Announcement , Timothy Loehmann and Frank Garmback, of the country's charges of misconduct in the death of
Rice, who was shot in a playground while holding a toy pistol capable of shooting pellets. The impersonation occurred when Loehmann, then a rookie on the Cleveland team, rolled into the park in a police cruise with Garmback at the wheel, then springed off the vehicle and fired his gun twice at the lads within seconds,
killing the boy. Both men nailed The incident is one of the rages of high-profile murders of African-Americans at the hands of U.S. law enforcement in recent years that have fueled protests provoking Black Lives oppose racial injustice. Two officers in the Rice case were sent in response to a 911 emergency call that
reported the suspect with a gun near a recreational centre. But the caller's important information gives the dispatcher - that is, that the person in question was a juvenile and that the weapon should have been toyed - had never been communicated to Loehmann and his partner before they reached the scene. As a result,
officials believe they are responding to a playground where an adult man has branded a real gun on an individual, perhaps a child, said the Justice Department's Civil Rights Division in his six-page statement. Moreover, a November 2014 episode security camera video was found too grey and taken from an oversized
distance to definitively detail the circumstances of the shooting, the statement said. In closing the case without bringing charges, the department said it lacked sufficient evidence to prove beyond reasonable doubt that either officers had intentionally violated the law, as opposed to making mistakes or executing poor
judgments. Even though the death of Tamir Rice is tragic ... both the Civil Rights Division and the U.S. Attorney's Office concluded that this matter was not an prosecutable violation of the federal statute, the department said. While no criminal charges have been brought, the city agreed to pay $6 million to the boy's family
to settle a civil rights lawsuit filed in his death in April 2016.Cuyahoga County prosecutors who had previously investigated the killing had said Rice had either intended to hand over the toy weapons he brought - an Airsoft replica from the hands of a semiautomatic .45-caliber. Airsoft usually comes with an orange end on
its bin to distinguish it from a real firearm, but one Rice holds at the time not, prosecutors said. The family's attorney, Subodh Chandra, said Tamir's mother was very disappointed with the news of last Tuesday's decision. Justice for the family will prosecute officers who killed their son, Chandra said. (REUTERS)
(Bloomberg) -- The dollar extended a recent decline when traders are likening the position by the end of the year. Asian stocks, U.S. and European futures are mixed amid fading prospects for greater government aid checks on individuals. Advanced stocks in Hong Kong, China and South Korea, and S&P 500 futures
pointed higher. Shares retreated in Japan and Australia along with European contracts. Volumes are thin across key markets before the end of the year. Earlier, U.S. equities closed with modest decline as Senate Republicans block by Democrats to increase direct payments to individuals to $2,000 rather than $600. The
small cap stock index fell nearly 2%. Treasury markers were little changed and oil rose higher. With an uncertain year to close, risk assets such as stocks, corporate bonds and Bitcoin sit not far from record highs. As investors attempt to assess the effects of the pandemic and vaccine distribution rate, the MSCI World
Index of AC global stocks is set to end this year about 14% higher, having jumped nearly 68% since March low. This is an increasingly recoverable economy, policy will be accommodative for many years to come, it suggests a good background for risk assets - it doesn't mean there will be no challenges as we progress
over the next few years, Brian Levitt, Invesco's global market strategy, said on Bloomberg TV. The reality is the market will focus on the recovery. On the coronavirus line, a Covid-19 variant found in the U.K. has arrived in Colorado, reportedly the first time it was identified in the US Presidential election Joe Biden
criticized the vaccine distribution efforts under President Trump as too slow, while U.S. top infectious diseases doctor Anthony Fauci told CNN that officials had hoped to have more U.K. Prime Minister Boris Johnson had approved putting the country's further swaths into stricter Tier 4 restrictions, according to European
Times.In, Stoxx 600 rose and the FTSE 100 Index rallyed in the first session since the first session The pound rediscovered some declines Monday. The euro strengthens. Here are some upcoming milestones: Pending home sales and balance data on goods trade should be paid Wednesday.A.S. Early jobless claims
figures were issued Thursday.Most global stock markets closed Friday for New Year's Day.This is a major step in the market:Stock Futures&P 500 rose 0.2% as of 12:53 p.m in Tokyo. The S&P 500 index fell 0.2%. The topix index fell 0.6%. S&amp;D; Australia's P/ASX 200 fell 0.8%. South Korea's Kospi index was up
1.1%. Hong Kong's Hang Seng index was up 1.4%. The Shanghai Composite Index was up 0.9%. Euro Stoxx 50 futures fell 0.4%. The yen'sThe currency was at 103.34 a dozen, up 0.2%. Offshore yuan traded at 6,5060 per dollar, up 0.2%. The Bloomberg Dollar Spot Index sank 0.3%. The euro rose 0.3% to
$1.2284.Britain's pound rose 0.3% to $1.3539.BonsThe revenue on the 10-year Treasury was at 0.93%. Australia's 10-year bond yield ted at 0.97%.CommoditiesWest Texas Intermediate crude gained 0.5% to $48.24 per barrel. Gold rose 0.3% to $1,884.53 an ounce. For more articles like this, please visit us at
bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most reliable source of business news.©2020 Bloomberg L.P.Louisiana Congressman-elect Luke Letlow died of COVID-19 Tuesday, according to Louisiana Gov. Bell Edwards. It is with a heavy heart that Donna and I offered a speech to the family of Congressman
Luke Letlow on his passing after the battle with COVID-19, Edwards said in one Tuesday night. Let, 41, was recently chosen to represent Louisiana's 5th Congressional District.Sydney Test safe match for fans despite surging in the Covid case, the government said * New Year's Test to proceed as planned with a
capacity of 50% * Masks to be handed over to fans going to Sydney Cricket Ground * Follow Uber Eats avoiding landmark stipulations The settlement by the company's Australian branch comes before a federal court can rule on whether fired delivery rider Amita Gupta is an employee or ContractorFormer Notre Dame
football coach Lou Holtz looks back respected with the Medal of Freedom on 'Hannity.' Man was found clinging on an ocean beacon after falling off a boat in QueenslandDavid Simpson rescued three hours after his yacht was found walking on the ground between Bribie Island and CaloundraCorey Kispert scoring 25
points, Joel Ayayi added 21 points and 11 bounce, and Gonzaga Oumar Ballo added 17 points on a 6-of-6 shot for Gonzaga (9-0), who has won 43 consecutive home games, the fastest stream in the country. Cameron Gooden scored 20 points, Jacob Nicholds had 11 and Jacob Greene 10 for Dixie State (4-2), which

was in the first year of his transition to Division I Basketball. The Tunnel Equipment Market and Stone Drilling will grow by $985.74 mn during 2020-2024Fans including Jennifer Lopez, West Kim Kardashian, and a Victoria BeckhamA Chinese court on Wednesday sentenced him to 10 pro-democracy activists trying to flee
From Hong Kong with a speeding boat to seven months , in case with a major political smell for the territory. The Yantian District Court in the southern city of Shenzhen gave the most harsh penalties to one of the two accused organizers for an excuse August 23 attempt to reach self-ruled Taiwan. Relatives said all
defendants pleaded guilty, a move apparently intended to receive a lighter sentence. Trying to do the best I can for these two, the tech entrepreneur wrote on Twitter, sharing some sweet new photos with wife Serena Williams and their daughter Olympia, 3 33
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